




small habits spread change



With the support of the TUe and from various respectable 
partners, we believe that we can take this challenge to another 
level, and create a global solution that is relevant beyond the 

requirements of the competition.

VIRTUe is a multi-disciplinary, international team from the 
Technical University Eindhoven (TUe) and will be participating 

in the Solar Decathlon Europe (SDE) 2021. 
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The Solar Decathlon is an international 

competition that challenges university 

teams to design and build highly efficient 

and innovatice houses powered by renew-

able energy. The main goal is to tackle en-

ergy transition by blending architectural 

design and engineering knowledge with 

innovation, market potential and building 

efficiency. Initiated in 2002 by the United 

States Department of Energy, the Solar 

Decathlon takes place every year in a dif-

ferent city in the world. The houses are 

operated, demonstrated to the public, and 

evaluated by a jury in a campus of exposition 

and interaction. The competition involves 

a broad scope of experitse by challenging 

teams on 10 contests- recalling the deca 

(ten) contests of the Olympic decathlon.

Today, it is clear that energy transition 

cannot be successfully achieved if it is 

not tackled in an urban perspective. The 

built environment is responsible for 40% 

of EU’s energy consumption, and 75% of 

the building stock in the EU is energetical-

ly inefficient (SDE). Cities are the hotspots 

of these issues, and it is by revitalising 

the urban building stock and innovating 

the urban mobility that densifying cities 

can be transformed and become resilient.

Wuppertal lies in a valley in the middle of North 

Rhine-Westphalia, in Germany. Its proximity to the 

river Wupper and the access to wood and metal 

deposits facilitated the development of the tex-

tile industry in the city during the 20th century. 

After suffering from the global financial crisis 

and a loss of attractiveness, Wuppertal is now 

experiencing a wave of changes initiated by 

bottom-up actions of citizens. The Mirke 

Quarter, hosting neighborhood of 

SDE22, best reveals these purpos-

es and vibrates of a diverse, 

dynamic, innovative and 

creative atmosphere. 

Wuppertal, Germany

SDE 21



THE CHALLENGES WE FACE

Encouraging social interaction in cities

1 W
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Through their consumption behaviour, households are responsible for over 

70% of global greenhouse gas emissions. The global sustainability problem 

can therefore only be solved through the people. The problem is that inno-

vations are mainly focussed on improving energy efficiency of buildings 

instead of also addressing the habits of individuals to be more environ-

mentally friendly. As more and more people live in cities, VIRTUe sees 

the built environment as a means to activate people to live a more envi-

ronmentally friendly lifestyle and we want to do this by:

Creating a more dynamic built environment.



With our concept, ripple, we aim to engage individuals on a personal level and 

create a framework that encourages social interaction. 

ripple is inspired by the so-called Ripple Effect; Like a ripple, change starts 

with a small set of actions, initiated from a home in Wuppertal, to eventually 

create a larger impact in different places around the world. Our focus in on 

the people, their social connections and the scaling up of their impact.  

To be successful, a close collaboration is needed between designers, users 

and neighbours. As designers, we listen to and collaborate with the users 

to create a framework that introduces changes in homes and their direct ur-

ban environment. These changes aim at raising awareness among individuals 

about their sustainable habits. Through a clever platform for social interac-

tion people are stimulated to inspire their neighbours and environmentally 

friendly habits spread at an increasingly large scale.  2 H
O

W
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ACTIVE ATTRACTIVE
ACTIVE ATTRACTIVE ADAPTIVE

ADAPTIVE

Our concept is embodied by a design which is active, adaptive, and attractive.

ripple is designed according to the principles: Active, Attractive, 

Adaptive. Residents are activated by innovations in their direct 

environment. Attractive spaces provide a place for social inter-

action and help stimulating environmentally friendly living within 

the community at large. Finally, the adaptivity of the design helps to 

initialise and repeat this cycle in different places and scenarios.  



THE APARTMENT
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The ripple starts from the sphere of people’s home. The building makes use 

of the unique and striking tessellation grid, which, because of the angled 

walls stimulates the creativity of the user in the use of space. Moveable walls 

and adaptable furniture further add to the efficient use of space and intro-

duce a new way of minimalistic living.

Users have control over a set of smart systems to 

manage energy, waste and water flows. Through 

a user-friendly interface, the relevant environ-

mental progress of residents can be shared with 

neighbours and friends. 



THE BUILDING
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To stimulate interaction and gatherings with other residents of the building, 

several units in the tessellation grid will be merged to form communal space 

adjacent to the apartments. An oasis of green on the roof and facade supports 

urban biodiversity and prompts the users’ environmental awareness by being 

around nature. The roof offers private space for residents to grow their own 

crops before opening up to the rest of the city through a vertical street which 

gradually flows from private to public space, ending in a square next to the 

building. 

= apartment 2

= apartment 1 = communal space = adaptable space = bedroom

= living and kitchen= wet core

On the square, street furniture and an amphitheatre provide areas to sit and make 

it an attractive meeting place. Through the adjusted design of the building, the cafe 

opens up to the square, allowing for an increasing amount of social events and work-

shops. Most importantly, the square gives a sense of community and connectivity with 

the rest of the city.  
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THE CITY

SDE

To connect the lively building and square with the rest of the 

city, a mobility hub accommodates shared cars, scooters 

and bikes, making it accessible for everyone through 

healthy mobility choices. In the rest of the neigh-

bourhood, parked cars will be displaced and 

this offers more space for urban green. By 

strategically placing the mobility hubs, 

they replace the previously large-

ly car-dependent neighbourhood 

of Mirke, which is now much more 

oriented towards cyclists and pe-

destrians.  

The transformation in Wuppertal 

is an example to other European cities. The tessellation 

grid goes against the monotonous modularity in the urban 

environment while remaining easily adaptable to different 

sites and scenarios. This versatility is essential to acti-

vate individuals around the world by transforming their 

local built environment and spreading the benefits of 

an environmentally friendly lifestyle through so-

cial interaction. 
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TITLE

Faculty Advisor 

Project Manager                          

Project Architect                          

Project Engineer                         

Structural Engineer                    

Electrical Engineer                                         

Student Team Leader                 

Health & Safety Team Coordinator  

Site Operations Coordinator  

Contest Captain                         

Instrumentation Captain         

Communications Coordinator                        
Sponsorship Manager               

UNIVERSITY COURSE/RESEARCH FIELD  DEGREE NAME

Wouter Hilhors aculty Built Environment

Erwin Ketelaars            Master             Built Environment, Architecture

Master             Built Environment, Architecture                   

n/ /a n/a

n/ /a n/a

n/ /a n/a

n/ /a n/a

n/ /a n/a

n/ /a n/a

Julie Kirsch                     Bachelor           Built Environment, Structural Design         

Ruben van Wuijtswinkel                      Bachelor          Built Environment, Building Physics            

Hanne Potters              Bachelor          Built Environment, Real Estate                       

Marianna Angelini     Bachelor           Built Environment, Architecture                       
Master               Built Environment, Architecture                       

Team Member- architecture   

Team Member-architecture    

Team Member-architecture    

Team Member-structure          

Team Member-structure          

Team Member-energy              

Team Member-systems             

Team Member-communication                            

Team Member-external relations   

Team Member-external relations

Team Member-HR                  

Team Member-sustainability lead  
Team Member-urbanism         

Team Member-urbanism         

Team Member-communication                             
Team Member-external relations/psychology                            
Team Member-urbanism                            

Team Member-sustainability                            

Team Member-communication                             

Team Member-communication                             

Team Member-building physics                            

Team Member-smart systems                             

Team Member-smart systems                            

Team Member-building physics                             
Team Member-smart systems                            

Team Member-urbanism, sustainability                            

Guido van Laar             Bachelor           Built Environment, Architecture                        

Max van Gemert Bachelor Built Environment, Architecture                       

Karim Jaspers                Master               Built Environment, Architecture                      

Naeem Kantawala       Bachelor            Built Environment, Architecture             

Kars Raymakers            Bachelor            Built Environment, Structural Design              

Meril Liis Kutt                Bachelor            Built Environment, Building Physics                

Sven Westerop             Bachelor            Mechanical Engineering                                     

Leah van der Sanden  Bachelor           Built Environment, Architecture                        

Yang Chiang                  Master                Built Environment, Architecture                       

Sanaa Maskitou            Master                Built Environment, Architecture                       

Aron den Otter                 Bachelor            Built Environment, Structural Design                     

Vandhana Kannan        Bachelor           Built Environment, Structural Design             

Mila Kovacev                  Bachelor           Built Environment, Architecture                             

Amber van Loon           Master               Built Environment, Urbanism                        

Nathan Dupas                
Annique Laurens Janse                
Rebeca Barbu               

Myrthe van Geest               

Willem Arts                

Lena Blomert              

Thomas Pannekeet             

Kiara Pattipeilohy
             

Jim Blom               

Jaap de Lange
Joris Zandbergen

Flore Luyk             

Bachelor           
Bachelor
Bachelor           

Bachelor           

Bachelor           

Bachelor           

Bachelor           

Bachelor           

Bachelor

Bachelor
 

Bachelor           

Master

Built Environment, Structural Design               
Psychology and Technology
Built Environment, Architecture

Psychology and Technology

Sustainable Innovation

Built Environment, Architecture

Built Environment, Structural Design

Industrial Design    

Industrial Design

Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Design

Human-technology Interaction

Team Member-sustainability                          

Team Member-urbanism, urbanism                            

Hyeji Joh

Krista van Zandwijk             

Bachelor           

Bachelor

Built Environment

Sustainable Innovation

TITLE UNIVERSITY COURSE/RESEARCH FIELD  DEGREE  NAME
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TEAM CONTACTS EMAIL

Wouter Hilhorst (Faculty Advisor) W.hilhorst@tue.nl

Hanne Potters (Team Manager) Hanne.potters@teamvirtue.nl

Jeffrey Tsang (Sponsoprship Manager) Jeffrey.tsang@teamvirtue.nl

Marianna Angelini (Communication Coordinator) Marianna.angelini@teamvirtue.nl

Erwin Ketelaars (Project Manager) Erwin.ketelaars@teamvirtue.nl

Karim Jaspers (Design Manager) Karim.Jaspers@teamvirtue.nl



EVENTS
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Eindhoven Innovation Cafe
What: Livestream sustainability presentation
Who: Members Marianna and Willem, guests
When: 12th of November, 2020 

VIRTUe Model Making
What: Sneek peak into the making of our first model!
Who: Team VIRTUe
When: 2nd of October, 2020-current 

Energie Nederland Event
What: Breakfast Session-House as a source of energy
Who: Team member Jim Blom, TNO, EnergyZero
When: 27th of October, 2020 



ONLINE PRESENCE

/teamvirtue.nl

/company/team-virtue

/teamvirtuenl

teamvirtue.nl
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The current COVID-19 situation has led to a strong prioritisation of online communication. Therefore our efforts have been 

addressed to developing and improving our online strategy, With the main priority of keeping people actively involed, and 

thereby also maintaining visibility.
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VIRTU/e is closely linked to many 

educational institutes within Eind-

hoven. VIRTU/e makes sure you 

can be recognized by the people of 

these institutes. 

Ambitious students and professors 

of the university are waiting to be 

introduced to new challenges.  You 

can be the main communicator for 

this.

The network of VIRTU/e reaches 

multiple companies. Through var-

ious collaborations and events, a 

new network can be built up.

Exposure at public events, like the 

Solar Decathlon and the Dutch De-

sign Week will give an opportunity 

to show your contribution to work-

ing towards a better future.

VIRTU/e is working towards cre-

ating a better future. This can not 

be done without innovating in new 

fields of the built environment. You 

can help us establish these innova-

tive ideas, for the city of tomorrow.

The research that is achieved can 

serve as a foundation in your next 

project. Dare to innovate in this 

project and push the boundaries of 

the built environment.

COMMUNICATE 
EDUCATIONALLY

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLY DEVELOP INNOVATIVELY

WHY BECOME A PARTNER?
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PARTNER LEVELS
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Innovative Developer

1K

5K

10K

20K

Partner

The main needs of the partners are categorized into 3 levels of 

packages. The core partner package is considered to be the base 

of these and the 3 other levels can be reached. 

As a partner, you will get the flexibility of choosing and customiz-

ing your focus in this project. You can become both an innovative 

developer (level 1) and a sustainable promoter (level 1) by spon-

soring an amount of 20k or choose to specialize 20k in one field 

only.

The whole partner package can be found on the next page. Some 

of the basic promotional points are considered as accumalitive. 

This means that even when a partner chooses to specialize in 2  

fields, it can still be seen in the promotional campaign.

The percentages behind logos relate to the size of the logo com-

pared to the team VIRTU/e logo. 

1K

5K

10K

20K

Logo with hyperlink on sponsor- page of the VIRTUe website

Social media exposure during collaboration activities

Subscription to monthly newsletter

Tour to and through the Solar Decathlon Europe 2021

Invitation to all partner events 

Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

Possibility for personalized social media post about the company in general on social media platforms

Mentioning in vlogs

Possibility for 1 information lecture or an interactive activity for built environment students

Prioritized logo on website

Logo on promotional post on social media (25%)

Logo on SDE clothing (x+25%)

Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test build (x+25%) (Max 100%)

Possibility for a story on the brandbook 

Logo on the newsletter to all the partners (25%)

Possibility for story on website

Logo on flyers for student events (25%)



- Logo with hyperlink on sponsor- page of the VIRTUe website

- Social media exposure during collaboration activities

- Subscription to monthly newsletter

- Logo in the brandbook of VIRTUe

- Organized tour to and through the Solar Decathlon Europe 2021

- Invitation to all partner events 

- Professional photos of sponsored product in use for your own 

communication with VIRTUe logo

- Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test 

build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

- Mentioning in vlogs

- Possibility for personalized social media post about the company 

in general on social media platforms

- Possibility for 1 information lecture or an interactive activity for 

built environment students

- Prioritized logo on website

- Logo on SDE clothing (x+25%)

- Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test 

build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

- Possibility for personalized social media strategy about the com-

pany and relevant products

- Possibility for 2 information lecture or an interactive activity for 

built environment students

- Possibility for story on website

- Logo on flyers for student events (25%)

- Logo on SDE clothing (x+25%)

- Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test 

build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

- Possibility for personalized social media strategy about the com-

pany and relevant products

- Possibility for 2 information lecture or an interactive activity for 

built environment students

- Possibility for story on website

- Logo on newsletter to all the partners (25%)

- Logo on SDE clothing (x+25%)

- Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test 

build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

- Possibility to request full access to all research results including 

market analysis, performance tests and simulation results, con-

struction and design drawings

- Possibility to access the performance test results of all products

- Possibility for story on website

- Possibility to provide an information board of the specific prod-

uct at the test build

- Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test 

build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

- Mentioning in vlogs

- Logo on promotional post on social media (25%)

- Prioritized logo on website

- Logo on building site banner and sponsor banner during test 

build (x+25%) (Max 75%)

- Mentioning in vlogs

- Possibility to access the performance test results of a specific 

product

- Possibility for a company photo during the test building

- Professional photos of sponsored product in use for your own 

communication

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATOR SUSTAINABLE PROMOTER

PARTNER

20K

10K10K

5K

1K

20K

INNOVATIVE DEVELOPER

21

ALL PARTNER LEVELS
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PARTNERS

Main Partners

Current Status

Construction Partner

Project Consultants
Count & Cooper

Holland Innovative

Stam + de Koning Bouw 

bv
Jongen Bouwpartners

Eindhoven University of 

Technology

In this part you can find an overview of our part-

ners. Our network is still expanding and we hope to 

add many more partners to this!

The partners are categorized to give you an idea of 

how they are contributing to the project.
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PARTNERS

Sustainability 

Consultants

Building Physics

Consultants

Interior for Tomorrow Bernhagen 

Natuurkeukens

Buro Bartosz

Except 

Integrated Sustainability

Architectural 

Design Consultants
BiermanHenket 

Architects
RoosRos Architects Paul de Ruijter 

Architects

Structural

Design Consultants
Sweco Netherlands Lüning

Royal Haskoning DHV
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PRODUCTION PARTNERS

Exterior/interior

elements

Building envelope
WEBO De Mors Rothoblaas EkoFLin B.V. Isovlas

HEKO

Kameleon Solar

Inhout

Steinfort glas B.V.

Gebruikte 

Bouwmaterialen
Reynaers

Binder Groenprojecten Optigrün

Sunshield Global

Karin van der Lee
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TECHNICAL PARTNERS

Logistics
Rhenus Logistics

VanBeers Installaties

Stiebel Eltron

Orange Climate

Technea Jupiter Vloerverwarming
VolkerWessels

iCity

Lyv

Technical elements
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OUR PARTNERSSUBSIDY PROGRAM PARTNERS

OPZuid

Technobroker Omines Team Casa Brainport Smart 

District

European Union Province Noord-Brabant

Network company

Helps us connecting 

to interesting parties 

that want to be in-

volved in our project. 

IT firm

Advises us in smart 

systems and in the 

building and data 

collection of the sys-

tems.

Studentteam

Creating events 

together to increase 

sustainable aware-

ness in our university.

Network of compa-

nies

Stimulate collabora-

tion with new startup 

companies. 

51 involved professional parties

33 producing partners

18 consulting/service partners

12 Coaches (from TU/e)
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